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Challenges in Business Lending

Today’s
lending process

◦

Obtain an accurate view of the risk rating of clients because the capital for Expected loss is still high

◦

Identify opportunities to grow the share of wallet of their customers

◦

Find the most efficient and fast way of servicing customers in providing and extending business loans given
the general

◦

Companies: required to provide their financial information to banks which happens in different formats

◦

Banks: manual, time-consuming and error-prone data entry of financial information into IT systems and no
standardized way of data exchange This is the case for (annual) figures…. and there is a world to win in
information about assets.
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Report : Natural Persons

Report : Small enterprises

Report : Medium & large enterprises

Total elements

537 1

Total elements

639 1

Total elements

850 1

# shared elements

83

# shared elements

168

# shared elements

348

# CoC elements

23

# CoC elements

105

# CoC elements

213

# Tax elements

94

# Tax elements

0

# Tax elements

0

# Bank elements

337

# Bank elements

366

# Bank elements

389

1 excl. abstracts
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Expected Loss on a borrower.

The likelihood that a loan will not be repaid and will fall into default.
Input for the calculations are annual figures, quarterly figures and prognoses.
The Recovery Rate (RR) is defined as the proportion of a bad debt that can be recovered. The base is the
value of Collateral that is given to bank e.g. the value of a building. Input for the calculations are taxation
reports, information from (rental)contracts etc.

Amount that the borrower owes to the bank at the time of default
Input are the figures from the bank own systems.
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•

•

•

The SBR concept is all about reusing and sharing processes,
infrastructure.
There are already international
taxonomies open standards
available e.g. OSCRE for leasing,
identification and Legal Entity
Identification.
So XBRL will be used new
domains
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•

A lot of the data required from the collateral part is requested for reporting to regulators e.g. the Assed Quality Review,
Ana Credit, CRD IV

For Valuation of Real estate (the most important cover) four different standard are used:
• RICS
• IVS
• EVS
• Open Standard Commercial Real Estate – OSCRE
• All these standards have overlapping definitions (approximately 400.000-500.000 unique elements).
•

• Regulators are not aware of the different standards, manual filling problems and the DQ issues involved.

• Process game…..
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In the Netherlands the bank work together on retrieving information from clients
in XBRL. For retrieving data a joint Venture the FRC was created.
 A special working group is started with four banks and two vendors
 Flux works for banks and real estate valuation companies
 Rexdex manages the Dutch extension and definitions of OSCRE
 We start with the AQR report (only 200 elements max)
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Define a simple report and start from there. Entrepreneurs are not
prepared to pay for the additional work to be performed by
accountants for extra information



The reporting process is the problem not the taxonomy



Senior Risk Management commitment is required.



Promote and encourage software suppliers and intermediaries that
are XBRL ready.



Keep repeating the message, communication is key….
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Certain of the statements contained in this release are statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements. These
expectations are based on management’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results,
performance or events may differ materially from those in such statements due to, among other things, (i) general economic conditions, in
particular economic conditions in ING’s core markets, (ii) changes in the availability of, and costs associated with, sources of liquidity such as
interbank funding, as well as conditions in the credit markets generally, including changes in borrower and counterparty creditworthiness, (iii) the
frequency and severity of insured loss events, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) interest rate levels, (vii)
currency exchange rates, (viii) general competitive factors, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, and (x) changes in the policies of governments
and/or regulatory authorities. ING assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking information contained in this document.
This presentation is intended for general information purposes. It does provide basic information concerning individual Commercial Banking
products, insurance products or related services. However none of the information should be interpreted as an offer to sell securities or as
investment advice of any kind. Queries concerning these topics should be addressed to the individual business units and/or companies of ING
Groep N.V. (‘ING Group’). No warranty or representation, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of that information. In no
event will ING Group, nor any of its directors, employees or advisors accept any liability with regard to the information contained in the individual
ING companies’, business unit or product group’s presentation.
ING Group comprises a broad spectrum of companies (the ‘ING companies’), many of them operating under their own brand names. Almost every
ING company, business unit or product group, has its own website on the internet where it offers information about its products and services.
Reference is made to those websites for further details and hyperlinks have been provided from this website to those ING companies, business
units and product groups, if available.



It is prohibited to modify, copy, distribute, transmit, display, publish, sell, license, create derivative works or use any content for any other
purposes than that of this presentation, i.e. providing information about ING Group and its lines of business



No liability





While ING Group and ING companies use reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information in this presentation, errors or
omissions sometimes occur. ING Group and ING companies expressly disclaim any liability, whether in contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise,
for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, punitive or special damages arising out of or in any way connected with your access to or use of
this presentation, and/or any other ING companies’ presentations whether or not ING Group and/or ING companies were aware of the possibility
of such damages.
All information in this presentation, including but not limited to graphics, text and links to other communication means, is provided ‘as is’ and is
subject to change without prior notice. Such information is provided, to the fullest extent permissible pursuant to applicable law, without warranty
of any kind express or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, noninfringement from disabling devices. ING Group does not warrant the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of any information in this presentation
and expressly disclaim any liability for errors or omissions therein. Users are responsible for evaluating the accuracy, completeness or usefulness
of any information or other content available in this presentation.
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